
 

ESO Quick Reference Guide and FAQ 
1. As of September 1st, 2016 High Plains will no longer be utilized for Patient Care Reports (PCR’s) 

a. PCRs shall only be authored in ESO as of 9/1 

b. High Plains will be used for NFIR reports and the following: 

i. Non-injury lift-assists 

ii. Admissible Detox checklists 

iii. Blood draws 

iv. Non-injury MVC contacts 

c. “approximate number of patients at 

scene” shall correlate to the number of 

ESO PCRs written  

d. Do not check “patient charts must be 

written…” 

 

 

Q: I did a mobile to mobile transfer or started a PCR that I need deleted.  How do I delete? 

A: In the Incident Number field type: DELETE ME and sync records from the mobile to the cloud.  

D/C’s and SaM’s also have the ability to delete reports. 

 

Q: I need to edit my report after I locked it, who can help? 

A: Paramedic Techs, SaMs and D/Cs have the ability to edit reports.  Previous clinical data 

cannot be changed, but addendums can be added.  

 

Q: I forgot my password, what do I do?  

A: Passwords can be reset from www.esosuite.net (link on all WMFR desktops) using “forgot 

password”. Note there is a 15 minute lockout period if you are locked out. 

 

Q: How often should I update my mobile? 

A: Mobile should be updated at the beginning of 

each shift.  Enter username and password and 

click on the  icon before the green “LET’S 

GO”.   

 

http://www.esosuite.net/


 

Q: Are signatures required in order to lock out my report? 

A: Yes, for billing reasons signatures (patient and report author) are required.  For refusals have 

the patient sign both the refusal form and the Section I signature form.  For DOAs a family 

member can sign Section II, or law enforcement can sign Section III. 

 

Q: Speaking of DOAs, how do I fax my report to the coroner? 

A: In disposition select: Dead on Scene, Transport; Destination: Morgue: 

JEFFCO/DOUGCO/Denver (for both DOA no-resuscitation and resuscitation attempted)  

 

Q: There is a barcode scanner at HealthOne hospitals for EMS, what do I do with that? 

A: HealthOne is part of the ESO Health Data Exchange (HDE) network and as the attending 

provider you will have patient outcomes for patients transported to HealthOne facilities.  You 

can find patient outcomes on the upper right corner of www.esosuite.net (not on the mobile 

version).  Please see attached reference guide for simple directions. Once you scan a patient 

chart number and close the report you do not need to fax to the hospital, it is embedded into 

the hospital records.  

 

Q: Are there templates for my narrative in ESO? 

A: No, you will use the associated fields in ESO for assessment and treatments (note: there is a 

general comment for additional/supporting documentation in assessments).  The narrative no 

longer required to be in SOAP or CHART format.  What is required in the narrative is what you 

were dispatched to, pertinent observations of the scene, and subjective information that the 

patient/bystander/healthcare worker/family tells you about the history of present illness or 

injury and chief complaint (think OPQRST).  Pertinent negatives and what patient denies should 

also be documented.  Document patient’s condition and how and where they were transported 

to and who care was turned over to.      

 

Q: Can I do a mobile-to-mobile transfer to any other agent. 

A: Yes, West Metro can transfer to South Metro and visa-versa.  

 

Q: How often do I need to sync records from my laptop? 

http://www.esosuite.net/


A: Records can be synced at 

any time from the mobile to 

the desktop.  You may find 

that you want to complete 

the report on the desktop in 

the station.  All records 

should be synced at the end 

of your shift so that the new 

crew has an empty “status 

center”.   
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Health Data Exchange Program Overview

 

ESO Solutions, Inc. has partnered with HCA Continental Division to provide a Health 

Data Exchange (HDE) solution that resolves two significant gaps in the information 

exchange process between EMS agencies and emergency departments:   

 HDE automates the secure transfer of electronic EMS data to hospitals, providing 

both discreet data and digital images of traditional runsheet information. 

 HDE automates the return of electronic patient demographic, billing and outcome 

information back to EMS providers. 

The patient outcome dataset includes the following types of information: 

 Emergency department diagnoses, discharge and treatment information 

 Hospital Admissions data including labs, vitals, and outcome at hospital 

discharge 

This solution will improve patient care in Colorado by enhancing collaboration between 

EMS agencies and HCA hospitals and extending the continuum of care to patients 

receiving emergency care prior to arrival at an HCA hospital.  This project requires that 

the patient account number that HCA hospitals assign upon admission, be added to the 

EHR record prior to lock of that record.  To speed this process and minimize the chance 

of data entry errors, HCA hospitals have provided USB barcode scanners for EMS to 

use in the ER.  This document describes the process for scanning the patient account 

number into each EHR record. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Process for scanning the HCA Patient Account Number 

 

Step 1: Once transfer of care is complete, locate the USB barcode scanner that is 

mounted near the registrar in most of the HCA EDs. 

 
  

Location of Scanners in HCA EDs 

Hospital ED Name Address Scanner Location 

North Suburban Medical Center 9191 Grant Street 
Thornton, Colorado 80229 

EMS lounge and unit secretary's desk 

Presbyterian/St. Luke's Medical 
Center 

1719 East 19th Ave. 
Denver, Colorado 80218 

On the counter outside room 1 

Rose Medical Center 4567 E. 9th Ave. 
Denver, Colorado 80220 

EMS lounge 

Sky Ridge Medical Center 10101 RidgeGate Pkwy 
Lone Tree, Colorado 80124 

EMS lounge 

Swedish Medical Center 501 East Hampden Ave 
Englewood, Colorado 80113 

EMS lounge 

The Medical Center of Aurora 1501 S. Potomac Street 
Aurora, Colorado 80012 

EMS lounge 

Wesley Medical Center 550 North Hillside 
Wichita, Kansas 67214 

 

Wesley Woodlawn Hospital & 
ER 

2610 N. Woodlawn 
Wichita, Kansas 67220 

 



Step 2: Attach the EMS Scanner to an open USB port on the left side of the laptop.  The 

first time the USB scanner is attached it may take up to 10 seconds for the drivers to 

install.  This will only happen the first time the scanner is plugged in to your laptop.    

 



In the ESO EHR, locate the chart number field under Incident Destination (indicated by 

the red box in the picture below) and place your cursor in that field.  

 

Step 3: Obtain the sticker sheet from registration and scan one of the large barcode 

labels on the sheet.  Simply aim the scanner at the sticker, press the trigger and a laser 

will emit from the scanner to indicate where you should scan.  Any of the barcodes on 

the sticker sheet will work, they are all the same.  The scanner will beep when it has 

acquired the patient account number and you will see it in the Chart Number field of the 

EHR.  Please only scan the barcode in one time. 



 

Double check that the patient account number has been entered into the field – it will 

appear as a 12-digit code beginning with a letter (pre-ceding letter will vary based on 



HCA facility)  

 

You have completed the process; continue documenting the transport as normal.  

Thank you for participating in this process.    

 


